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THE CURRENT MOMENT
The last year and a half have been unlike anything we’ve ever experienced, and we’re reeling. All across Indiana, no matter our skin color,
how we worship, or what’s in our wallet, we’re all working hard to take
care of our families and keep our communities safe.
We believe our government’s job is to make it easier for all of us to
thrive.
But for too long, some Indiana politicians have chosen to work for a
handful of wealthy elites and corporations rather than for ‘We The
People.’ They stoke racial divisions and erect barriers to vote, hoping to
distract us while they pass policies to pad their own pockets. Today, Indiana has the shameful distinction of being a national leader in income
inequality, incarceration, gun violence, undermining our schools, and
polluting our air and water.

A better Indiana is possible.
It doesn’t have to be this way. Faith in Indiana has developed a faith
agenda that represents the hopes of Hoosiers of all walks of life. We
know there’s enough wealth in this state to make our lives easier, so
everyone can thrive. In the Indiana we imagine, everyone can get the
care they need if a loved one falls sick, or if a relative struggles with addiction or mental illness. In the Indiana we hope for, every child -- Black,
white, or brown -- can play safely, go to a good school, and know their
parents will be there for them when they need them. Every family would
ing, voting, or going to college because of where they were born. In the
world we imagine, our shared contributions would fund good schools,
provide good jobs, and protect our air, water, and land for generations
to come.
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share the benefits of citizenship: no one would be excluded from driv-
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A PATH FORWARD
Faith in Indiana is a movement of faith communities working to transform
our state. Inspired by our faith, we are called to elevate our voices and
celebrate our vision for a better Indiana.
We’ve got a plan to put Indiana on a new path, and we’d like you to join
us. Our path has three simple steps:
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Listen to Faith Voices

We will hold hundreds of house meetings and congregational events to connect
with you and others across Indiana. Out of those conversations, we’ll develop a
Faith Agenda that represents the demands of tens of thousands of Hoosiers.

02

Advance our Faith Agenda

We’ll share your top priorities with public leaders and invite them to join us.

03

Amplify Faith Voters

When elections roll around, we’ll make sure the votes of people of faith are
heard across the state. We’ll also build a pipeline of faith leaders, from your congregation to the halls of power.

Faith Voices Timeline
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Aug - Oct

Oct 21 - Feb 22

Mar - Nov 22

Dec - Mar 23

Listen to Faith
Voices

Advance Faith
Agenda

Amplify Faith
Voters

Bring Victory
Home

HOW CAN MY CONGREGATION
GET INVOLVED?
We’re so glad you want to join us! Here are some opportunities to come together with
your neighbors, friends, and people of faith you haven’t yet met, and make a difference.
Please join us for one or more of these:
Form a team. Gather 10 to 15 people in your church, mosque, or synagogue, and make
plans to meet monthly (in person or online) to coordinate the congregation’s efforts.
Each team should pick a chairperson (or co-chairs), who will support the group to reach
its goals and represent your team at county meetings.
Listen to members of your congregation (Aug - Oct). We want to know what you think!
Your team of ten people could host ten house meetings to connect with a hundred people and strengthen the relational glue that binds us together. House meetings, whether
virtual or in-person, are a fun and powerful way to build connections, imagine a better
future, and invite our communities to act on our values. Or you could host gatherings in
your church basement, incorporate your meeting into existing congregational events,
send out a survey, or host a “justice sabbath.”
Meet with public officials (Oct 21 - Feb 22). Do you want to tell your elected representative what you think? In October, congregational teams will share what they heard in their
listening campaign with others from your county. Then we’ll host meetings with local,
state, and national legislators to make sure they know what we need.

Reach out to Faith Voters. There are important elections in 2022 and 2023. Come join
us to make sure people vote! Starting in October, we’ll partner with Act Indiana to host a
series of training sessions for people interested in leading our efforts to grow our vote
power. There will be lots of ways to get involved, like phoning voters, texting them, or
going door to door. You could also become a Faith Captain, helping to encourage and
coordinate the volunteer efforts where it matters most. We promise lots of good spirits
and plenty of pizza.
Sustain our movement. Our G!d calls us to speak with the boldest voice possible, but
that freedom is only possible when we fund our own movement. This year, Faith in
Indiana aims to raise $150,000 to fuel our movement from 75 partner congregations and
200 monthly sustainers who pledge to give each month. Join Us! Congregation Partner,
Monthly Sustainer, Clergy Sustainer
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Attend People’s Conventions (Feb - March 2022). We’ll launch our new Faith Agenda
at People’s Conventions in each county in the Spring. These conventions will bring our
community together with local, state, and national public officials and candidates running for office, and we’ll invite them to act with us to advance our Faith Agenda.
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STRATEGY & FORMATION: KEY DATES
Each ‘Season of Engagement’ will kick-off a Leadership Assembly led by county teams. Assemblies include a mix of
strategizing, training, and co-creating action plans. Below are key dates through the end of the year, check our website for
updates: faithindiana.org/calendar

FAITH VOICES ASSEMBLIES: LAUNCHING A SEASON OF LISTENING
Faith in St. Joseph County
Faith in Indianapolis, Congregation leaders
Faith in Indiana, Statewide Strategy Summit*
Faith in Indiana, Statewide Base Building Training*
Faith in Indianapolis, Black Church Coalition

Sunday, August 22 at 3:30 pm
Saturday, August 28 at 10 am
Thursday, September 9 at 7 pm
Thursday, September 16 at 7 pm
Tuesday, October 19 at 6:30 pm

FAITH VOICES ASSEMBLIES: MOVING FROM LISTENING TO SOLUTIONS
Faith in St. Joseph County
Faith in Indianapolis, Congregational Leaders*
Faith in Indianapolis, Black Church Coalition*
Faith in Indiana, Statewide Strategy Summit*
Reimagining Policing Issue Briefing*

Saturday, October 16 at 1 pm
Saturday, October 23 at 10 am
Tuesday, November 9 at 6:30 pm
Tuesday, November 11 at 7 pm
Tuesday, November 16 at 6:30 pm

FAITH VOICES ASSEMBLIES: RATIFYING OUR FAITH AGENDA & MOVE TO ACTION
Faith in St. Joseph County
Faith in Indianapolis, Congregational Leaders*
Faith in Indianapolis, Black Church Coalition
Faith in Indiana, Statewide Strategy Summit*

Saturday, January 29, 2022 at 1 pm
Thursday, December 2 at 7 pm
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 at 7 pm
Thursday, January 20, 2022 at 7 pm

FAITH VOTERS: ADVANCING OUR FAITH AGENDA EVERYWHERE DECISIONS ARE MADE
(Please choose one)

Faith Voters Strategy Meeting*
Faith Voters Strategy Meeting*
Faith Voters Strategy Meeting*

Thursday, October 28 at 6:30 pm
Thursday, November 23 at 6:30 pm
Tuesday, December 7 at 6:30 pm

FAITH VOICES: PEOPLE’S CONVENTION
Faith in Indianapolis
Faith in St. Joseph County

Tuesday, March 8, 2022 at 7 pm
Thursday, March 24, 2022 at 7 pm

CLERGY & RELIGIOUS LEADER FORMATION
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Faith in Indiana State Clergy Table*
Faith in St. Joseph County Clergy Table*
Faith in Indianapolis Clergy Table*

4th Tuesday of every odd month at 4 pm
4th Tuesday of every even month at 4 pm
2nd Tuesday of every even month at 4 pm
* denotes virtual event

MAKING OUR PLAN:
CONGREGATION WORKSHEET
STEP 01: SET TEAM GOALS
Sample Goals
House Meetings (How many?)

Each team member is encouraged to host a house meeting with around 10-15 people
about the Families First Agenda

Pledged Supporters
Number of people who attend a House meeting or congregational event (Aug-Nov)

Sustaining Members
Number of people in our congregation who will make a monthly contribution by years end

County Chapter Assembly

Number of supporters will attend county-wide assembly to share back community vision,
set priorities, and move to research in October

Our Goal

15
150
30
30

STEP 02: TEAM ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
Team Role

Responsibilities

Chair
(co-chairs)

Manages the entire team. Coaches team members to reach their
house meeting goals. Convene congregation team meetings.
Participate in county strategy meetings

House Meeting
Lead

This person(s) supports the team members with their house
meetings, attends as many as possible to tell FaithIN Story and
support in moving people to take action.

Communication
Lead

Is responsible to communicate progress to the congregation
through bulletin, prayer concerns, and keeps track of a central list of
everyone who attended an event during the Faith Voices Campaign.

Team Member

Build relationships with 10 or so people, who you are accountable to
and who take action with Faith in Indiana. This year team members
will: host a house meeting, hold legislators accountable to our faith
agenda, strategize to grow our vote power, host voter canvas days

Name/Contact
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SAMPLE CONGREGATION TIMELINE
Week

Activity

Purpose

Week 1
(Aug)

County Assembly: Faith Voices Launch

Strategize & Make Plans

Weeks 2 & 3
(Aug/Sept)

First Congregation Team Meeting

Bring your team together to make plans,
set dates and goals

Week 4
(Sept)

Hold Faith Voices Sabbath

Commission the team, launch campaign
publicly in congregation, invite to
participate in house meetings, surveys,
events

Week 5
(Sept)

Second Team Meeting

Report back on what your learning,
practice, accountability

Weeks 6 & 7

Hold House Meetings

Week 8
(Oct.)

County Assembly: Faith Agenda

Weeks 9 & 10
(Oct.)
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Third Team Meeting
House meetings continue

Mid-point in Faith Voices Campaign,
identify top issues, begin engaging
public officials on our issues
Host congregation report back at
services, share top themes, highlight
personal stories, invite to join as we
engage decision-makers

Week 11
(Oct.)

Meetings with Legislators begin
House meetings continue

Week 12
(Nov.)

Fourth Team Meeting

Congregation weighs in on action plans

Week 13
(Dec.)

County Assembly: Move to Action

Shape plans for People’s Convention

ORGANIZING YOUR HOUSE MEETING
A house meeting is exactly what it sounds like: a small gathering of people who are invited to the
home of someone they know and trust to discuss issues of shared concern and develop ways to
work together. House meetings are an incredibly important organizing tool for building capacity
by recruiting leaders, identifying supporters, and moving people to take action.
In short, house meetings are a force multiplier for the faith agenda we’re building together.

Before the Meeting
Spread the word! Invite people to come, ask them to commit to joining the meeting, and
follow up with them beforehand to confirm.
Designate someone to take notes during the meeting.
Make sure everyone on your team knows how to access the Faith Voices Pledge.
Designate a photographer to capture moments for social media (taking photos with a
smartphone is fine). When you share online, be sure to tag Faith in Indiana on Facebook
and Twitter!

After the Meeting
Debrief with hosts and attendees. What went well? Were there things you would do
differently next time?
Send a message thanking everyone for attending. If anyone didn’t complete the Faith
Voices pledge, send them the link.
Follow up with anyone who couldn’t make it. We all know that things come up, but we
don’t want anyone to miss an opportunity to get involved. Even if they couldn’t make it to
the meeting, maybe they can join the next one!
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Don’t forget to share online! Posting photos you took during your house meeting (and
tagging attendees in the photos) is one of the most effective ways of building interest in
upcoming events.
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HOUSE
MEETING
RESOURCES

HOUSE MEETING PLANNING SHEET
Date

Location

Host

Co-Host

Invited Guests

HOUSE MEETING PLANNING SHEET
Date

Location

Host

Co-Host

Invited Guests
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HOUSE MEETING TEMPLATE
Key Moves

Main questions/Things to land

1. Welcome, Prayer,
Introductions

• Each person is made to feel welcome

2. Who is Faith in
Indiana? (2 min.)

To remind ourselves and our community that by joining together, we can
make a difference, in fact we already have! See pg. 13 for example

• Use Our Colllective Story

• Host shares story of someone in your life who is hurting right now
(could be a hard moment from the last year that illustrates a public
decision that impacted you & your loved ones.)

• Listen for themes in these
stories.

3. Story of Self
& What We’re Up
Against (15 min)

Notes for facilitator

• Frame the evening in the context of our faith

• Invite the group to share similar story together or in pairs, one
question at a time. Questions:
1. What was one of the hardest moments in the last year for you
personally?
2. What were some of the public decisions that contributed to
that situation?

• Encourage people to make
the connection between
their struggles and public
decisions. for example;
over-policing, healthcare,
rental relief etc.

• Question: What does our faith suggest should be the values that drive
decisions?
• After eliciting values from the group, test the following:
• Our fates are linked; we are a part of same body;
4. Our Story
Imagining a better
Indiana (15 min)

• Everyone belongs. no one is outside of the circle of human
concern.
• When we come together there is enough for everyone.
• Question: What would be different for your loved one you mentioned
earlier if these statements were widely accepted as truth?
• Question: What would our government and our economy look like if
these values guided all our public decisions?

5. Our Choice as
Faith Leaders (10
min)

• Question: What is uniquely required of us, as people of faith, to
advance this vision for our community? 5 min
• Question: What’s at stake for you in making this vision a reality?
• The purpose here is to allow people to make a choice: Will I be
a bystander or will I be an agent of change. We can’t get to the
promise land alone

• What would you have to let
go of to fully live out of this
vision?

Faith in Indiana is a movement of faith communities, leading with those
most marginalized, to build a better Indiana. Will you join us to Build
People Power, Money Power, and Voter Power?
Here are 5 things you could commit to do right now:
6. Acting Together
to advance our Faith
Agenda (5 min)

1. Take the Faith Voices pledge
2. Become a Faith Sustainer, give monthly
3. Host a House Party (in your home or online)
4. Attend the Next County Assembly to shape our Faith Agenda

• Pledge can be found at
faithindiana.org/pledge
• Be sure to give everyone
time to complete the Faith
Voices Pledge after posing
the question.

5. Attend a Faith Voters Training to learn how we can make our
voices heard by electeds and candidates running for office

7. Evaluation (5 min)

• Ask everyone to share one word of how they are
feeling.
• Close with prayer or reflection
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OUR COLLECTIVE STORY
Faith in Indiana is a movement of people of faith, leading with the most marginalized for racial
and economic justice. Our six county chapters in Allen, Lake, Hamilton, Elkhart, Marion, and
St. Joseph, reach tens of thousands of people across race, faith, and geography in the fastest growing communities of color and 40% of Indiana’s vote share. We work with Indiana’s 17
largest denominations and a network of over 300 pastors, rabbi’s, and Imam’s.
We believe in the freedom to vote and make our voices heard. That’s why we’ve run the largest
all-volunteer voter engagement program in Indiana the last 4 election cycles. Last year we
trained 1,300 volunteers to talk to 73,000 women, people of color, and youth to urge them to
vote. In Georgia’s special election we sent organizers on the ground and made calls as part of
an effort that reached over 1 million voters of color.
We believe in a government that cares for us. That’s why, when COVID hit we acted quickly
and met with county councils, mayors, and county health officials to urge them to put equity
at the center of our response, because of our work, we hundreds were released from jail, we
secured a $22 million rental relief program that included undocumented immigrants in Indianapolis, and made sure communities of color were the first to recieve life saving testing and
contact tracing services.
We believe in a nation where every child, Black, brown, or white gets to grow up and every
parent gets to there for them along the way. That’s why, when George Floyd - and Dreasjon
Reed in Indianapolis, Eric Logan in South Bend - were murdered by the police we turned
anguish into action. In Indianapolis we passed the nation’s first co-governing board with law
enforcement directly accountable to the communities they serve. We passed use-of force
policies that focus on de-escalation and secured $115 Million to end gun violence, and expand
mental health, and jail diversion services.
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By joining together, we can make a better Indiana and we hope you will join us!
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OUR FAITH AGENDA
We are leading together to create a more just, sustainable, and inclusive Indiana. Together, we
work to advance:

Restorative Justice
We work towards a criminal justice system that promotes healing and redemption, shifts
resources away from the mass criminalization of Black people, immigrants, and poor families.
We support an end to the cash bail system, a focus on treatment instead of incarceration for
mental illness and addiction, and reforms to ensure police and law enforcement officials are
accountable to the communities they serve.

Immigrant Inclusion
As people of faith, we are called to welcome people who travel far from home to make a better
life for their families. Our organizing work builds leadership skills for immigrants and religious
minorities. We endorse policies that give everyone access to healthcare, education, and driver’s
licenses, regardless of immigration status. We support a path to full citizenship for all 11 million
undocumented immigrants. We oppose policies that menace immigrant communities and
separate family members from each other.

Healthcare for All, No Exceptions
No matter where people live, what they look like, or what’s in their wallets, everyone gets sick.
At some point in our lives, we all need affordable quality healthcare. But today, political elites,
drug corporations, and powerful lobbyists are standing in the way of our health. Faith in Indiana
is organizing for a healthcare system where everyone has access to quality healthcare, and live
healthy lives without going bankrupt.

Caring Economy
We imagine a world in which every family has what we need to get and stay well, every working
person has a safe, good job; all of our children receive excellent education, from preschool to
college, without taking on debt; and we heal the damage done to our communities so we can
have healthy air, water, and land for generations to come.

Freedom to Vote
Without a functioning democracy, we can’t win any of the changes we want. That’s why Faith
in Indiana is organizing to build a fair and inclusive democracy that puts people at the center
of politics. We support fair redistricting, removing barriers to voting like automatic voter
registration, an end to voter ID, and other reforms to make it easier for people to be voter. In
order to bring our democracy to life, we’re building a pipeline from the grassroots to the highest
offices, so our voice is heard everywhere decisions are made that impact our lives.
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IMPORTANT LINKS
FAITH VOICES PLEDGE: faithindiana.org/pledge
Use this link to have all house meeting attendees sign-in during the meeting

HOUSE MEETING HOST EVALUATION: faithindiana.org/evaluation
After your house meeting is finished and your guests have left, use this link to evaluate how it went.

A NOTE ON COVID
At Faith in Indiana, all of our work together centers on one fundamental value above all: None
of us are safe unless all of us are safe. In 2021, thanks to the pandemic, that value rings louder
than ever before. We know that it’s on all of us to keep our communities safe, including doing
everything we can to stop the spread of coronavirus.
We continue to closely monitor the COVID-19 pandemic and recommendations from leading
health organizations. In order to ensure the safety of our communities and ourselves, we will
continue to follow all precautions recommended by the CDC. We also encourage you to consult
with your clergy and denomination when organizing Faith in Indiana events.

•

We require that all event attendees, regardless of vaccination status, wear a mask during
events. If you do not have a mask, we can provide one for you, so that you can stay safe and
represent Faith in Indiana in style!

•

Whenever possible, we encourage FIN events to be held outside. When meeting outside is not
possible, we ask that attendees practice social distancing. We also encourage you to consult
with your clergy and denomination when organizing Faith in Indiana events.

•

We know that, even with mitigation efforts, many vulnerable members of our communities
are unable to attend events in person. Accessibility is important to us, and we know we are
stronger as a group when everyone is included, so each step of the Faith Voices campaign will
include a virtual option for those who cannot attend in-person.
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Here’s what that looks like right now:
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